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German parliament XXL – stalled
electoral reform ahead of elections 2021
n

With Germany’s rather successful COVID-19 strategy and the recovery and
stimulus packages broadly agreed, the question of Merkel’s successor and
the next German federal elections in autumn 2021 are gradually getting
closer political attention again.

n

Currently, though, parties are not only preparing for the election, but are
also arguing about the electoral law. The reason for this: the present law
allowed the Bundestag to grow from 598 mandates to the current record
size of 709 mandates, with the 2021 election likely to result in an even bigger
number of seats.

n

Although the problem has long been known, the Bundestag just failed to
pass a reform before the summer break and thus in time for the 2021
elections. However, political and public pressure to find a solution is high
and will keep the issue on the political agenda.

n

In principle, Bundestag seats are allocated via proportional representation.
However, the finer details of the electoral law determine the allocation of
power between parties. The CDU/CSU, in particular, benefits from the
current electoral law. Reforms are therefore difficult. But an oversized
parliament is expensive, risks to be less efficient and thus damages the
reputation of and trust in the institution.

n

The German Bundestag is elected on the basis of mixed-member
proportional representation. It combines elements of majority vote and
proportional representation. To do justice to both elements, the translation
of votes into mandates is a complicated process. It allows that mandates
can be allocated in excess of the norm size of the Bundestag. This makes
forecast of the allocation of seats and thus coalition majorities after
elections difficult.

n

Since last week all German parties have presented their proposals for the
reform. They include a reduction in the number of constituencies, a cap on
the number of mandates and the handling of overhang mandates.
However, a swift agreement seems not in sight likely seeing a new law in
place only for the 2025 federal elections.
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Bundestag elections 2021 under new rules?
Towards more normal politics. Fighting the pandemic German parties closed
ranks, crisis measures have been implemented in broad agreement and fiscal
stimulus packages passed with the support of all mainstream parties in the
parliament. Party-internal disputes have largely been kept in check. This is about to
change. With the focus shifting to the upcoming 2021 federal elections and in
particular the CDU’s leadership quest, which is de facto a pre-decision regarding
the CDU/CSU chancellor candidate, political competition and posturing has
returned. Armin Laschet as PM of North Rhine-Westphalia and his co-runner, Jens
Spahn as federal health minister, had to prove themselves in (regional) crisis
management. Friedrich Merz (without executive function) and Norbert Röttgen
(MP) have become more visible again only lately. Predictions regarding the
frontrunner for the party leadership vote at the convention in December are more
difficult than ever. With respect to the candidacy for chancellorship, the Bavarian
PM Markus Söder has increased his profile significantly during the crisis and
fuelling media speculation that he will throw his hat into the ring, especially as his
denials have become less categorical, recently.
The electoral law is an additional issue ahead of the Bundestag elections. There
is another pressing and controversial issue regarding the next Bundestag elections,
the change of the electoral law. This is because the current electoral law allows the
number of MPs in the Bundestag to rise above the norm size of 598 mandates. The
current Bundestag has 709 members, 111 more than envisaged, making it the
largest democratic parliament in the world and only second to Chinese National
People's Congress (though this international comparison looks somehow different
regarding inhabitants per MP, see Figures 1 and 2). And it is feared that the
Bundestag could become even bigger. In some scenarios the number of mandates
rises to 800 and more. While parties agree that a reform is needed, they disagree on
the way forward.
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Figure 2: Germany rather average in
the number of inhabitants per MP
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The electoral law determines the allocation of power between parties - reforms
are hence controversial. The electoral law is a core element of every democracy. It
defines how the votes are converted into mandates, i.e. which candidates and
parties enter parliament. Accordingly, it determines the distribution of power within
the parliament and, beyond that, the formation of possible governments. Electoral
law reforms are thus generally a difficult matter. This is also due to the fact that
parliaments and political parties themselves decide how they are elected. This also
applies to Germany: while the constitution lays down general principles for
elections (Grundgesetz, article 38), it leaves it to the Bundestag to shape the
electoral system. This creates difficulties at two levels. First, for an incumbent MP,
the potential question is whether or not he or she will be able to re-enter the
Bundestag under a new electoral law, be it with a direct mandate or through party
lists. Second, for the political parties, it is primarily a question of future power
distribution in the Bundestag.1 Currently, the CDU/CSU particularly benefits from
the system as its number of direct mandates exceeds its share in the overall vote
(see Figures 3 and 4). A detailed explanation to the German electoral law can be
found on page 6.

Inhabitants per MP, bn
Number of MPs
Source : Inter-Parliamentary Union

Figure 3: Mainly CDU/CSU and SPD
benefit from overhang mandates
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Schönberger, Sophie (2019). Auf dem Weg zum Nationalen Volkskongress – warum die Geschichte der
personalisierten Verhältniswahl auserzählt ist. Verfassungsblog.
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Now it is about damage control. As the economic fallout of the COVID-19 crisis is
materialising, pushing up unemployment and requiring large fiscal recovery
packages, parties might find it difficult to explain to voters why at the same time,
an oversized Bundestag will not be avoided. They will have to explain, why they have
not managed to reform the electoral law over two full legislative periods. The last
two presidents of the Bundestag (one of them being the former FM Schäuble) have
personally addressed the issue, but were unable to mediate a solution.
Between the parties, the tone has become sharper as they blame each other for the
absence of the reform. The opposition parties FDP, Left and Greens have gone on
the offensive when they pushed for a draft bill before summer break. The
government coalition parties CDU/CSU and SPD came under pressure to justify
why they are still unable to present a viable solution. Last week the CDU/CSU
showed that it is working on the topic and agreed on a common position for the first
time. Meanwhile, the SPD is optimistic that a solution can still be found in autumn
(FAZ, July 1, 2020).

Figure 4: CDU/CSU wins most
constituency seats
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Missed opportunity for a timely reform before the next elections. Last week, at the
last possible moment before the summer break, the parties dealt intensively with
the electoral law reform. Nevertheless they have failed to agree on a new electoral
law in time. Anything else would have been a surprise. Although the need for reform
has been acknowledged for years, there has been little progress until early this
summer. During the corona crisis, the issue has slipped further down the priority
list. In order to be applied to the 2021 federal elections, a new electoral law needed
to be adapted before summer recess both for legal and organisational reasons.
First, according to the Venice Commission of the Council of Europe, the electoral
law of EU members should not be amended one year before the election in order to
safeguard the credibility of the election process. Second, as the election draws
closer, the implementation of new electoral rules becomes increasingly difficult, as
political parties are preparing their lists of candidates.
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Exceeding the norm size of the Bundestag is not only a blemish, but entails tangible
and intangible consequences:
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Source : Bundesrechnungshof (2019). Draft budget 2020 for the
Bundestag
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It is costly: The draft budget 2020 for the Bundestag provides for costs of
over EUR 1 billion. This is a historic record, resulting from a steady increase
in costs over the last few years. Comparing 2014 and 2018 – the first full
financial years of the 18th and 19th Bundestag – the total cost of the
Bundestag have grown by 25%. This is above the increase in the federal
budget over the same period (+18%). According to the Federal Audit Office,
the additional costs can be attributed mainly to the larger parliament. The
association of German taxpayers estimates that the Bundestag, with 709
members, leads to additional costs of EUR 78 million per year as compared
to the norm size of 598 MPs.(see Figures 5 and 6)

Figure 6: Expenditure on current and
former MPs, 2014-2020
in EUR bn
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It is space-consuming: The issue of a large parliament is not solved with
more chairs in the plenary hall alone. It also requires more office space for
the MPs, their staff and for administrations. At present, the MPs and their
staff occupy about 2,000 offices and a total of about 6,000 people are
working in the Reichstag. The building complex is thus reaching its limits.
To create additional space, the Bundestag administration is planning to set
up a container village (RND, May 5, 2020).

Expenditure on current and former MPs
Note: 2014-2018 actual expenditure, 2019-2020 targeted
expenditure
Source : Bundesrechnungshof (2019). Draft budget 2020 for the
Bundestag

It complicates parliamentary work: More members mean that more MPs
get to participate with speeches, inquiries and initiatives. There are also
more MPs sitting on the various committees. Above a certain size, this can
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makes parliamentary work increasingly cumbersome. Two decades ago,
the size for a well-functioning parliament was set by the Bundestag at 598
MPs.
n

It damages credibility: Oversizing in several successive legislatures, and
the inability of parliament to reform itself, damages the credibility of the
institution. This plays right into the hands of populists. From their point of
view, the large Bundestag and the reluctance to reform the electoral law
could be seen as an indication of large parts of the political establishment
trying to preserve its own benefits (Die Zeit, June 21, 2020).

Figure 7: Trust in parties and
institutions
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Various reform proposals have been put forward – none of them has yet found a
majority. The political parties have tackled the task of electoral reform with varying
degree of engagement and have all put forward reform proposals. They have some
common ground as they all uphold the current electoral system of mixed-member
proportional representation. But, beyond this general approach, irreconcilable
positions prevail so far. Particularly controversial is the handling of overhang
mandates. It is also disputed how far a reduction in the number of constituencies
should go. In adapting the system with the aim of limiting the size of the Bundestag,
the parties are working with different set screws (Spiegel, July 2, 2020):
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Figure 9: Proposed reforms lead to
different sizes of the Bundestag
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The SPD proposes to limit the number of seats in the Bundestag to a
maximum of 690. Above this maximum size, no more overhang mandates
would be attributed, whereby candidates with the weakest results would
have to give up their mandate (latter is coinciding with the AfD proposal).
The SPD considers its proposal to be more of an interim solution for the
election 2021 (Die Zeit, January 24, 2020). The proposal is highly
controversial among other parties. Some see this as a mere change in the
rules on how to win a mandate. All parties are expected be similarly
affected. Especially the CDU/CSU reject this proposal. In their view, the
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Until last week, the CDU/CSU had no common position on the issue. It now
agreed on the following proposal: Reduction of the number of
constituencies to 280 and non-compensation of up to seven overhang
mandates. From the perspective of the CDU/CSU this is a compromise
offered to the other parties. Before, the CSU strongly opposed reducing the
number of constituencies. Bundestag President Wolfgang Schäuble (CDU)
has so far proposed not to compensate for up to 15 overhang mandates
(FAZ, July 1, 2020). The non-compensation of overhang mandates is
intended to prevent the emergence of extra mandates. The other parties
clearly object to this. In their view, it violates the basic character of
proportional representation. They also doubt whether the proposal is in
conformity with the constitution. For it would be one-sided to the
advantage of the CDU/CSU as the strongest party.

Figure 8: Current composition of the
Bundestag
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Today, a joint draft bill of the FDP, Left Party and Greens is the most
concrete reform proposal. The proposal wants to cut the number of
constituencies, and thus constituency seats, from 299 today to 250. At the
same time, the number of mandates to be filled via lists is to be increased
to 380. The proposing parties expect the new norm size of the Bundestag
to be 630 mandates. The aim is to limit the chance of overhang mandates
by reducing the number of constituency seats in relation to list mandates.
Experts agree that this gets to the root of the problem. Moreover, the
reduction in the number of constituencies is perceived as a fair amendment
in the sense that it affects all parties equally. However, it would not
guarantee a maximum size of the Bundestag.
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Note: Estimates based on election polls in May 2020. No estimates
on the effects of the current CDU/CSU proposal are available yet.
Source : Election.de
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non-allocation of overhang mandates above size limit is unconstitutional. In
addition, the rule could lead to a situation where not all constituencies have
an elected representative. Therefore, if such a solution came about, it is
quite possible that the German Constitutional Court (GCC) will have to deal
with the issue.
n

The AfD suggests that in the event of overhang mandates, the directly
elected candidates with the worst results must forego the mandate. Thus,
the norm size of 598 mandates would be met and there would not be any
overhang or extra mandates (RND, May 5, 2020).

Effects of the proposed reforms. What the different reform proposal could mean
is shown in Figures 9 and 10. Compared to the current electoral law, the proposals
of the FDP/Left/Greens, SPD and AfD would lead to a reduction in the size of the
Bundestag, but they would preserve the balance of power between the parties. In
the case of the CDU/CSU proposal, however, the balance of power would shift
slightly in their favour. Thus, apart from CDU/CSU, all parties show a strong will to
maintain proportional representation as a decisive element for the distribution of
power in the Bundestag. It can therefore be expected that the reform of the electoral
law will not significantly change the balance of power in Germany. However, the
vote-to-mandate-allocation process is likely to remain complicated. This will
continue to make it difficult to predict election results.

Figure 10: Except for Schäuble
proposal, all parties are nearly
equally affected
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electoral law
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on the effects of the current CDU/CSU proposal are available yet.
Source : Election.de, Deutsche Bank

What is next for the electoral law reform?
Although parties are showing their willingness to find a solution for the 2021
elections, this is unlikely to be achieved. After the parties were unable to agree on
a reform of the electoral law before the summer break, it remains unclear how this
reform will proceed. Above all, the question is whether there is still time for a reform
that will take effect as early as the 2021 elections. Especially the coalition parties
emphasize their willingness to find a solution before the next elections. The SPD is
optimistic that this can still be achieved in autumn. However, the coalition parties
do not explain how this could be achieved. There is to date no proposal that the
coalition parties - and in the best case also the opposition parties - agree to. Such
a proposal would have to be developed during the summer as well as discussed and
adopted in the Bundestag immediately after the summer recess in order to be ready
for the 2021 elections. This can only be successful if the parties sincerely address
the issue over the summer and the resulting reform proposal is then brought
through parliament in an expedited procedure.
In the eyes of the opposition parties it is too late to find a solution for the 2021
elections. The FDP, the Left Party and the Greens have tried to get their bill voted in
the Bundestag at the last minute before the summer break, without success. They
can be expected to try to bring the bill again to the vote in autumn. One way to force
a vote in September would be to submit an emergency motion to the GCC (Spiegel,
July 3, 2020). Given the political parties’ current commitment to find a solution,
there is still a slight chance that a reform will be adopted in autumn. However, it
would interfere with the election campaigns and the nomination of candidates that
have already begun, should it apply to the next elections. This would create
uncertainty. Therefore, from today's point of view it is rather unlikely that there will
be a reform that takes effect before the 2021 elections. The chances are higher that
the parties will agree on a proposal that will be applied to the federal elections in
2025.
Electoral law reform will remain a hot topic. Even if an agreement on a new
Deutsche Bank AG/London
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electoral law for the 2021 elections seems unlikely from today's perspective, one
thing is certain: With the dispute before the summer break, the topic has moved into
the public's eye. The issue will therefore be on the political agenda in autumn. The
parties are now under pressure to find a solution that is constitutional and fair to all.
It remains a difficult task and the Bundestag is called upon to find a solution that
strengthens the institution and the citizens' trust in democracy.

Background: How Germany’s complex voting system drives
the over-size of the Bundestag
A large Bundestag that could become even bigger. The last national elections in
2017 produced a Bundestag with 709 members. It is the largest Bundestag in the
history of the Federal Republic of Germany and it is significantly larger than the
norm size of 598 members provided for in the electoral law. Yet it is precisely this
electoral law that is responsible for this large Bundestag. Moreover it is likely, that
the Bundestag will become even larger after future elections. According to
estimates based on current survey results, the Bundestag could have between 731
and 772 seats after the elections 2021.2 Simulation demonstrates that the
Bundestag can grow to over 800 seats depending on the election results.3 To
understand the apparently volatile size of the Bundestag, one must take a closer
look at German electoral law.
Germany’s mixed electoral system. The German Bundestag is elected on the basis
of mixed-member proportional (MMP) representation (‘personalisierte
Verhältniswahl’). This system combines majority vote and proportional
representation. The elections are held in 299 single-seat constituencies. Each voter
can cast two votes: With a first vote, the voter votes for a candidate. The candidate
with the most votes in a constituency wins the constituency seat (‘Direktmandat’),
i.e. gets directly elected in the Bundestag. This is therefore a candidate related
majority election. At the same time it is ensured that all parts of the country are
represented in the Bundestag. The second vote is an expression of proportional
representation. The voter choses a political party. Political parties receive as many
mandates in the Bundestag as they are entitled to according to their share of
secondary votes. The number of mandates won by a party is first filled up with the
constituency seats won by this party. All additional seats won are allocated among
candidates on the lists of the party in the different states. The compilation of
candidate lists is therefore and important element of power for the parties, with
which they contribute to the representative composition of the Bundestag.

Figure 11: Number of seats in the
Bundestag 1949-2017
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The MMP representation has been practiced since the foundation of the Federal
Republic 1949. At that time, decision-makers did not want a purely proportional
representation because it was feared that it would fragment the party system and
cause political instability. However, small parties opposed a first-past-the-post
(FPTP) electoral system as it is extremely difficult for them to win a majority vote.
The compromise was that a part of the MPs will be directly elected in single-seated
constituencies in a FPTP vote, whereas the proportion of the parties’ mandates will
be determined by means of proportional representation. Since this fundamental
definition of the electoral system, only minor changes have been made to it (see

2
3

Mandatsrechner.de. Estimates based on the following surveys: Kantar (July 4, 2020), Forsa (July 4,
2020), Infratest Dimap (July 2.2020).
Weinmann, Philipp (2013). Führt das Wahlrecht zur „Aufblähung“ des Bundestages?
Simulationsrechnungen auf Basis des neuen Bundeswahlgesetzes. Zeitschrift für Parlamentsfragen
4/2013, pp. 719-741.
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Figure 12). Experts agree that the German electoral system has proven itself as it
respects political minorities and prevents the fragmentation of the party system.4
However, the same mechanism in its present form leads to oversize.
The issue of overhang mandates. A controversial point of the electoral system are
the so-called ‘overhang mandates’. These occur when a party wins more direct
mandates than the number of mandates it is entitled to according to the share of
second votes. Overhang mandates can lead to a shift in the balance between first
and second votes. In the event of a close election result, the first votes and not the
second votes can thus decide on the distribution of power. Until reunification, there
were hardly any overhang mandates. Since then, they have increased in number as
the party system has become more diverse and the large parties have lost votes. In
the 2017 elections, a total of 46 overhang mandates resulted. With one exception,
only CDU/CSU and SPD have won overhang mandates so far (see Figure 3).
The issues of negative voting weights and extra mandates. In connection with the
overhang mandates (and the allocation of votes in the various states), there is also
the issue of negative voting weights. This refers to cases, where, paradoxically, the
voter “harms” a party by giving it both his/her first and second vote. In 2008, the
German Constitutional Court (GCC) declared this negative voting weight to be
unconstitutional. After an unsuccessful reform attempt, which was again found
unconstitutional by the GCC, the Bundestag agreed on an amended electoral law
in 2013. It introduced extra mandates (‘Ausgleichsmandate’) to compensate for
overhang mandates. This means that if a party wins overhang mandates, the other
parties are awarded as many extra mandates until the distribution of seats in the
Bundestag corresponds to the proportion of second votes. First comments5 on the
new law agreed that it solves both the problem of negative voting weights and
overhang mandates. At the same time, they warned that the new electoral law
could lead to a large Bundestag far above the norm size.
Bundestag as largest democratic parliament in the world. With currently 709
members, the German Bundestag is the largest democratic parliamentary chamber
in the world. And it ranks as the second largest parliament after the Chinese
National People's Congress. This may not be surprising, if one relates the size of
parliament to the size of the population. Germany is one of the most populous
countries in the world. In relation to the population, the Bundestag is smaller than
the parliaments of other large European states. In Germany there is one MP per
120,000 inhabitants, while in the United Kingdom, France and Italy there are about
50,000-70,000 inhabitants per MP. However, there are also examples of more
populous states with significantly smaller parliaments, such as the United States or
India. In a global comparison, however, Germany is one of the countries with an
above-average number of inhabitants per MP. In other words, in view of the German
population, the Bundestag, even with 709 members, is not large in international
comparison. (see Figures 1 and 2)

Figure 12: Chronicle of the election
rules for the Bundestag
Year Key events in the election of the Bundestag
1949 1st election of the Bundestag with MMP
> Single-seat constituencies
> 1 vote per voter: allocation of constituency seat
with FPTP, proportional representation for the
remaining seats
> Restrictive clause for a party to enter the
Bundestag: 5% of votes in a Bundesland or min. 1
constituency seat
1953 2 votes per voter, i.e. introduction of the first vote;
restrictive clause increased to 5% of votes
nationwide
1956 > Restrictive clause: increased to min. 3
constituency seats
> Introduction of a multi-stage allocation
procedure
1990 One time exception of 5% restrictive clause
adopted on west and east German states
separately
1998 GCC decision: Parties are no longer allowed fill a
vacant constituency seat with a candidate from
the list
2002 Reduction in the number of constituencies form
328 to 299
2008 GCC
from the multi-stage allocation procedure is
unconstitutional
2011 CDU/CSU and FDP coalition amends election law,
i.e. adjustment of the allocation of the second vote
among Länder
2012
GCC declares the amendment as unconstitutional
I
GCC
unbalanced overhang mandates are only
admissible to a certain extent (about 15 mandates)
2013 Bundestag decides the compensation of overhang
mandates with extra mandates
Source : Schmidt (2016), wahlrecht.de

Is there an optimal size for parliaments? It is not sufficient to judge the size of a
parliament on the basis of population size alone. Indeed, the size of the population
and the size of parliament are often related because a parliament ideally reflects the

4
5

Schmidt, Manfred G. (2016). Das politische System Deutschlands. Verlag C.H. Beck.
Behnke, Joachim (2013). Das neue Wahlgesetz ist sicherlich nicht das letzte. Stellungnahme für
Innenausschuss des Bundestags. 17(4)640. Sacksofsky, Ute (2013). Stellungnahme zur öffentlichen
Anhörung des Innenausschusses des Deutschen Bundestages am Montag, dem 14. Januar 2013 zu
drei Gesetzentwürfen zur Änderung des Bundeswahlgesetzes. 17(4)625.
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variety of interests and geographic areas in the country. However, the size of
parliament must also be assessed from the point of view of its functioning. Its size
should be based on the number of tasks and its own working methods. In ‘working
parliaments’ such as the Bundestag, this is largely determined by the number of
committees, in which a large part of the legislative work is carried out. In order to
make this work efficient, the committees should - based on the findings on ideal
working group sizes from the business literature - have neither too many nor too few
members. Following this approach, the optimal size of parliament could easily be
calculated. But taken together, there is no clear formula for an optimal size of
parliament. It remains a balancing act between representation and functioning.6

6

Hirter, Hans (2004). Die Grösse eines Parlaments aus politologischer Sicht. Parlament, Parlement,
Parlamento 1/04, pp. 4-5.
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and conflict disclosures can also be found at https://research.db.com/Research/Topics/Equities?topicId=RB0002. Investors
are strongly encouraged to review this information before investing.

Analyst Certification
The views expressed in this report accurately reflect the personal views of the undersigned lead analyst(s). In addition, the
undersigned lead analyst(s) has not and will not receive any compensation for providing a specific recommendation or view
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Additional Information
The information and opinions in this report were prepared by Deutsche Bank AG or one of its affiliates (collectively 'Deutsche
Bank'). Though the information herein is believed to be reliable and has been obtained from public sources believed to be
reliable, Deutsche Bank makes no representation as to its accuracy or completeness. Hyperlinks to third-party websites in this
report are provided for reader convenience only. Deutsche Bank neither endorses the content nor is responsible for the
accuracy or security controls of those websites.
If you use the services of Deutsche Bank in connection with a purchase or sale of a security that is discussed in this report, or
is included or discussed in another communication (oral or written) from a Deutsche Bank analyst, Deutsche Bank may act as
principal for its own account or as agent for another person.
Deutsche Bank may consider this report in deciding to trade as principal. It may also engage in transactions, for its own account
or with customers, in a manner inconsistent with the views taken in this research report. Others within Deutsche Bank,
including strategists, sales staff and other analysts, may take views that are inconsistent with those taken in this research
report. Deutsche Bank issues a variety of research products, including fundamental analysis, equity-linked analysis,
quantitative analysis and trade ideas. Recommendations contained in one type of communication may differ from
recommendations contained in others, whether as a result of differing time horizons, methodologies, perspectives or
otherwise. Deutsche Bank and/or its affiliates may also be holding debt or equity securities of the issuers it writes on. Analysts
are paid in part based on the profitability of Deutsche Bank AG and its affiliates, which includes investment banking, trading
and principal trading revenues.
Opinions, estimates and projections constitute the current judgment of the author as of the date of this report. They do not
necessarily reflect the opinions of Deutsche Bank and are subject to change without notice. Deutsche Bank provides liquidity
for buyers and sellers of securities issued by the companies it covers. Deutsche Bank research analysts sometimes have
shorter-term trade ideas that may be inconsistent with Deutsche Bank's existing longer-term ratings. Some trade ideas for
equities are listed as Catalyst Calls on the Research Website (https://research.db.com/Research/) , and can be found on the
general coverage list and also on the covered company’s page. A Catalyst Call represents a high-conviction belief by an analyst
that a stock will outperform or underperform the market and/or a specified sector over a time frame of no less than two weeks
and no more than three months. In addition to Catalyst Calls, analysts may occasionally discuss with our clients, and with
Deutsche Bank salespersons and traders, trading strategies or ideas that reference catalysts or events that may have a nearterm or medium-term impact on the market price of the securities discussed in this report, which impact may be directionally
counter to the analysts' current 12-month view of total return or investment return as described herein. Deutsche Bank has
no obligation to update, modify or amend this report or to otherwise notify a recipient thereof if an opinion, forecast or estimate
changes or becomes inaccurate. Coverage and the frequency of changes in market conditions and in both general and
company-specific economic prospects make it difficult to update research at defined intervals. Updates are at the sole
discretion of the coverage analyst or of the Research Department Management, and the majority of reports are published at
irregular intervals. This report is provided for informational purposes only and does not take into account the particular
investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of individual clients. It is not an offer or a solicitation of an offer to buy or
sell any financial instruments or to participate in any particular trading strategy. Target prices are inherently imprecise and a
product of the analyst’s judgment. The financial instruments discussed in this report may not be suitable for all investors, and
investors must make their own informed investment decisions. Prices and availability of financial instruments are subject to
change without notice, and investment transactions can lead to losses as a result of price fluctuations and other factors. If a
financial instrument is denominated in a currency other than an investor's currency, a change in exchange rates may adversely
affect the investment. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Performance calculations exclude
transaction costs, unless otherwise indicated. Unless otherwise indicated, prices are current as of the end of the previous
trading session and are sourced from local exchanges via Reuters, Bloomberg and other vendors. Data is also sourced from
Deutsche Bank, subject companies, and other parties.
The Deutsche Bank Research Department is independent of other business divisions of the Bank. Details regarding our
organizational arrangements and information barriers we have to prevent and avoid conflicts of interest with respect to our
research are available on our website (https://research.db.com/Research/) under Disclaimer.
Macroeconomic fluctuations often account for most of the risks associated with exposures to instruments that promise to pay
fixed or variable interest rates. For an investor who is long fixed-rate instruments (thus receiving these cash flows), increases
in interest rates naturally lift the discount factors applied to the expected cash flows and thus cause a loss. The longer the
maturity of a certain cash flow and the higher the move in the discount factor, the higher will be the loss. Upside surprises in
inflation, fiscal funding needs, and FX depreciation rates are among the most common adverse macroeconomic shocks to
receivers. But counterparty exposure, issuer creditworthiness, client segmentation, regulation (including changes in assets
holding limits for different types of investors), changes in tax policies, currency convertibility (which may constrain currency
conversion, repatriation of profits and/or liquidation of positions), and settlement issues related to local clearing houses are
also important risk factors. The sensitivity of fixed-income instruments to macroeconomic shocks may be mitigated by
indexing the contracted cash flows to inflation, to FX depreciation, or to specified interest rates – these are common in
emerging markets. The index fixings may – by construction – lag or mis-measure the actual move in the underlying variables
they are intended to track. The choice of the proper fixing (or metric) is particularly important in swaps markets, where floating
coupon rates (i.e., coupons indexed to a typically short-dated interest rate reference index) are exchanged for fixed coupons.
Funding in a currency that differs from the currency in which coupons are denominated carries FX risk. Options on swaps
(swaptions) the risks typical to options in addition to the risks related to rates movements.
Derivative transactions involve numerous risks including market, counterparty default and illiquidity risk. The appropriateness
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of these products for use by investors depends on the investors' own circumstances, including their tax position, their
regulatory environment and the nature of their other assets and liabilities; as such, investors should take expert legal and
financial advice before entering into any transaction similar to or inspired by the contents of this publication. The risk of loss
in futures trading and options, foreign or domestic, can be substantial. As a result of the high degree of leverage obtainable
in futures and options trading, losses may be incurred that are greater than the amount of funds initially deposited – up to
theoretically unlimited losses. Trading in options involves risk and is not suitable for all investors. Prior to buying or selling an
option, investors must review the 'Characteristics and Risks of Standardized Options”, at http://www.optionsclearing.com/
about/publications/character-risks.jsp. If you are unable to access the website, please contact your Deutsche Bank
representative for a copy of this important document.
Participants in foreign exchange transactions may incur risks arising from several factors, including the following: (i) exchange
rates can be volatile and are subject to large fluctuations; (ii) the value of currencies may be affected by numerous market
factors, including world and national economic, political and regulatory events, events in equity and debt markets and changes
in interest rates; and (iii) currencies may be subject to devaluation or government-imposed exchange controls, which could
affect the value of the currency. Investors in securities such as ADRs, whose values are affected by the currency of an
underlying security, effectively assume currency risk.
Unless governing law provides otherwise, all transactions should be executed through the Deutsche Bank entity in the
investor's home jurisdiction. Aside from within this report, important conflict disclosures can also be found at https://
research.db.com/Research/ on each company’s research page. Investors are strongly encouraged to review this information
before investing.
Deutsche Bank (which includes Deutsche Bank AG, its branches and affiliated companies) is not acting as a financial adviser,
consultant or fiduciary to you or any of your agents (collectively, “You” or “Your”) with respect to any information provided in
this report. Deutsche Bank does not provide investment, legal, tax or accounting advice, Deutsche Bank is not acting as your
impartial adviser, and does not express any opinion or recommendation whatsoever as to any strategies, products or any other
information presented in the materials. Information contained herein is being provided solely on the basis that the recipient
will make an independent assessment of the merits of any investment decision, and it does not constitute a recommendation
of, or express an opinion on, any product or service or any trading strategy.
The information presented is general in nature and is not directed to retirement accounts or any specific person or account type,
and is therefore provided to You on the express basis that it is not advice, and You may not rely upon it in making Your decision.
The information we provide is being directed only to persons we believe to be financially sophisticated, who are capable of
evaluating investment risks independently, both in general and with regard to particular transactions and investment
strategies, and who understand that Deutsche Bank has financial interests in the offering of its products and services. If this
is not the case, or if You are an IRA or other retail investor receiving this directly from us, we ask that you inform us immediately.
In July 2018, Deutsche Bank revised its rating system for short term ideas whereby the branding has been changed to Catalyst
Calls (“CC”) from SOLAR ideas; the rating categories for Catalyst Calls originated in the Americas region have been made
consistent with the categories used by Analysts globally; and the effective time period for CCs has been reduced from a
maximum of 180 days to 90 days.
During the period November 2018 to March 2020 Deutsche Bank may have been showing incomplete information regarding
Disclosure 1 in some parts of the equity research and debt research coverage. If you require any further information please
contact DVS.Support@db.com.
United States: Approved and/or distributed by Deutsche Bank Securities Incorporated, a member of FINRA, NFA and SIPC.
Analysts located outside of the United States are employed by non-US affiliates that are not subject to FINRA regulations.
Germany: Approved and/or distributed by Deutsche Bank AG, a joint stock corporation with limited liability incorporated in
the Federal Republic of Germany with its principal office in Frankfurt am Main. Deutsche Bank AG is authorized under German
Banking Law and is subject to supervision by the European Central Bank and by BaFin, Germany’s Federal Financial
Supervisory Authority.
United Kingdom: Approved and/or distributed by Deutsche Bank AG acting through its London Branch at Winchester House,
1 Great Winchester Street, London EC2N 2DB. Deutsche Bank AG in the United Kingdom is authorised by the Prudential
Regulation Authority and is subject to limited regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority and Financial Conduct
Authority. Details about the extent of our authorisation and regulation are available on request.
Hong Kong SAR: Distributed by Deutsche Bank AG, Hong Kong Branch, except for any research content relating to futures
contracts within the meaning of the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Ordinance Cap. 571. Research reports on such futures
contracts are not intended for access by persons who are located, incorporated, constituted or resident in Hong Kong. The
author(s) of a research report may not be licensed to carry on regulated activities in Hong Kong, and if not licensed, do not hold
themselves out as being able to do so. The provisions set out above in the 'Additional Information' section shall apply to the
fullest extent permissible by local laws and regulations, including without limitation the Code of Conduct for Persons Licensed
or Registered with the Securities and Futures Commission. This report is intended for distribution only to 'professional
investors' as defined in Part 1 of Schedule of the SFO. This document must not be acted or relied on by persons who are not
professional investors. Any investment or investment activity to which this document relates is only available to professional
investors and will be engaged only with professional investors.
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India: Prepared by Deutsche Equities India Private Limited (DEIPL) having CIN: U65990MH2002PTC137431 and registered
office at 14th Floor, The Capital, C-70, G Block, Bandra Kurla Complex Mumbai (India) 400051. Tel: + 91 22 7180 4444. It is
registered by the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) as a Stock broker bearing registration no.: INZ000252437;
Merchant Banker bearing SEBI Registration no.: INM000010833 and Research Analyst bearing SEBI Registration no.:
INH000001741. DEIPL may have received administrative warnings from the SEBI for breaches of Indian regulations. Deutsche
Bank and/or its affiliate(s) may have debt holdings or positions in the subject company. With regard to information on
associates, please refer to the “Shareholdings” section in the Annual Report at: https://www.db.com/ir/en/annualreports.htm.
Japan: Approved and/or distributed by Deutsche Securities Inc.(DSI). Registration number - Registered as a financial
instruments dealer by the Head of the Kanto Local Finance Bureau (Kinsho) No. 117. Member of associations: JSDA, Type II
Financial Instruments Firms Association and The Financial Futures Association of Japan. Commissions and risks involved in
stock transactions - for stock transactions, we charge stock commissions and consumption tax by multiplying the transaction
amount by the commission rate agreed with each customer. Stock transactions can lead to losses as a result of share price
fluctuations and other factors. Transactions in foreign stocks can lead to additional losses stemming from foreign exchange
fluctuations. We may also charge commissions and fees for certain categories of investment advice, products and services.
Recommended investment strategies, products and services carry the risk of losses to principal and other losses as a result
of changes in market and/or economic trends, and/or fluctuations in market value. Before deciding on the purchase of financial
products and/or services, customers should carefully read the relevant disclosures, prospectuses and other documentation.
'Moody's', 'Standard Poor's', and 'Fitch' mentioned in this report are not registered credit rating agencies in Japan unless
Japan or 'Nippon' is specifically designated in the name of the entity. Reports on Japanese listed companies not written by
analysts of DSI are written by Deutsche Bank Group's analysts with the coverage companies specified by DSI. Some of the
foreign securities stated on this report are not disclosed according to the Financial Instruments and Exchange Law of Japan.
Target prices set by Deutsche Bank's equity analysts are based on a 12-month forecast period..
Korea: Distributed by Deutsche Securities Korea Co.
South Africa: Deutsche Bank AG Johannesburg is incorporated in the Federal Republic of Germany (Branch Register Number
in South Africa: 1998/003298/10).
Singapore: This report is issued by Deutsche Bank AG, Singapore Branch (One Raffles Quay #18-00 South Tower Singapore
048583, 65 6423 8001), which may be contacted in respect of any matters arising from, or in connection with, this report.
Where this report is issued or promulgated by Deutsche Bank in Singapore to a person who is not an accredited investor, expert
investor or institutional investor (as defined in the applicable Singapore laws and regulations), they accept legal responsibility
to such person for its contents.
Taiwan: Information on securities/investments that trade in Taiwan is for your reference only. Readers should independently
evaluate investment risks and are solely responsible for their investment decisions. Deutsche Bank research may not be
distributed to the Taiwan public media or quoted or used by the Taiwan public media without written consent. Information on
securities/instruments that do not trade in Taiwan is for informational purposes only and is not to be construed as a
recommendation to trade in such securities/instruments. Deutsche Securities Asia Limited, Taipei Branch may not execute
transactions for clients in these securities/instruments.
Qatar: Deutsche Bank AG in the Qatar Financial Centre (registered no. 00032) is regulated by the Qatar Financial Centre
Regulatory Authority. Deutsche Bank AG - QFC Branch may undertake only the financial services activities that fall within the
scope of its existing QFCRA license. Its principal place of business in the QFC: Qatar Financial Centre, Tower, West Bay, Level
5, PO Box 14928, Doha, Qatar. This information has been distributed by Deutsche Bank AG. Related financial products or
services are only available only to Business Customers, as defined by the Qatar Financial Centre Regulatory Authority.
Russia: The information, interpretation and opinions submitted herein are not in the context of, and do not constitute, any
appraisal or evaluation activity requiring a license in the Russian Federation.
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia: Deutsche Securities Saudi Arabia LLC Company (registered no. 07073-37) is regulated by the
Capital Market Authority. Deutsche Securities Saudi Arabia may undertake only the financial services activities that fall within
the scope of its existing CMA license. Its principal place of business in Saudi Arabia: King Fahad Road, Al Olaya District, P.O.
Box 301809, Faisaliah Tower - 17th Floor, 11372 Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
United Arab Emirates: Deutsche Bank AG in the Dubai International Financial Centre (registered no. 00045) is regulated by
the Dubai Financial Services Authority. Deutsche Bank AG - DIFC Branch may only undertake the financial services activities
that fall within the scope of its existing DFSA license. Principal place of business in the DIFC: Dubai International Financial
Centre, The Gate Village, Building 5, PO Box 504902, Dubai, U.A.E. This information has been distributed by Deutsche Bank
AG. Related financial products or services are available only to Professional Clients, as defined by the Dubai Financial Services
Authority.
Australia and New Zealand: This research is intended only for 'wholesale clients' within the meaning of the Australian
Corporations Act and New Zealand Financial Advisors Act, respectively. Please refer to Australia-specific research disclosures
and related information at https://australia.db.com/australia/content/research-information.html Where research refers to any
particular financial product recipients of the research should consider any product disclosure statement, prospectus or other
applicable disclosure document before making any decision about whether to acquire the product. In preparing this report,
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the primary analyst or an individual who assisted in the preparation of this report has likely been in contact with the company
that is the subject of this research for confirmation/clarification of data, facts, statements, permission to use company-sourced
material in the report, and/or site-visit attendance. Without prior approval from Research Management, analysts may not
accept from current or potential Banking clients the costs of travel, accommodations, or other expenses incurred by analysts
attending site visits, conferences, social events, and the like. Similarly, without prior approval from Research Management and
Anti-Bribery and Corruption (“ABC”) team, analysts may not accept perks or other items of value for their personal use from
issuers they cover.
Additional information relative to securities, other financial products or issuers discussed in this report is available upon
request. This report may not be reproduced, distributed or published without Deutsche Bank's prior written consent.
Backtested, hypothetical or simulated performance results have inherent limitations. Unlike an actual performance record
based on trading actual client portfolios, simulated results are achieved by means of the retroactive application of a backtested
model itself designed with the benefit of hindsight. Taking into account historical events the backtesting of performance also
differs from actual account performance because an actual investment strategy may be adjusted any time, for any reason,
including a response to material, economic or market factors. The backtested performance includes hypothetical results that
do not reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings or the deduction of advisory fees, brokerage or other
commissions, and any other expenses that a client would have paid or actually paid. No representation is made that any trading
strategy or account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown. Alternative modeling techniques or
assumptions might produce significantly different results and prove to be more appropriate. Past hypothetical backtest results
are neither an indicator nor guarantee of future returns. Actual results will vary, perhaps materially, from the analysis.
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